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WINE OF THE MONTH CLUB SELECTION

ISABEL ROSÉ

Rosé of Cabernet Sauvignon, 2016
Region: California • Alcohol: 13.5%

NOSE
Strawberry, Plum

PAIRING
Light Meats, Cheese

PALATE

COLOR

Refreshing Cranberry

Light Blush

CELLAR

FINISH

Now through Early 2018

There is probably no name in the California wine industry that can match that of
Mondavi. When Robert Mondavi founded
his iconic winery in 1965, it was not just
an architectural showplace, but a premonition of things to come - Mondavi
would put California on the wine map to
the benefit of all.

sition for which he would earn his own
reputation regardless of his last name.

His two sons, Michael and Tim, were
barely out of their teens when they joined
the effort and became powerful forces
following the steps of their famous father.
Though Michael started out as a potential winemaker, his father quickly realized
that his talent was in management, and
thus, Tim became the winemaker - a po-

This beauty is made from Cabernet Sauvignon and Barbera grapes with a touch
of Muscat. Rosés are typically made from
red grapes. The juice of these grapes is
white, so by giving them just a short contact with the red skins, you can reach that
blush color as opposed to weeks of contact, which makes the wine red.

ITEM #: C0617R1DC

Paudl‘s
&E
:
Rating

Strawberry

96

Retail Price:
$18.99/each
Member Price: $1 1 . 9 8 / each
Reorder Price: $7.99/each

Isabel, Michael’s wife, runs the operation
with Michael, their son Rob, and daughter, Dina. Apparently, Isabel has been a
fan of Rosé long before it was as popular
as it is today.

Here is a classic light and lovely wine with
strawberry and plum components just
perfect for a summer picnic.

WINE OF THE MONTH CLUB • 1-800-949-9463
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WINE OF THE MONTH CLUB SELECTION

490 METRES
Shiraz, 2013

Region: Victoria, Australia • Alcohol: 14.4%

NOSE

PAIRING

Lovely Blueberry

Game - What else!

PALATE

COLOR

Rich, Elegant Cherry

Medium Purple

CELLAR

Now through 2020

FINISH

Very Ripe, Soft Tannins

Our selection hails from the Strathbogie
Ranges of Victoria, on the Southern tip of
Australia. It is the coolest and most unique
wine area in the country, almost as cool
and unique as its owner, Matt Fowles.
Matt is a former attorney who gave up
the high life to pursue his passion for
hunting and wine. Early labels caught
many eyes as they featured pictures of
game, as if that were the only dish to
complement his wine, with such names
as “Ladies Who Shoot Their Lunch” and
“Are You Game?”
As the name suggests, the vineyards
are 490 metres (over 1,500 feet) above
sea level, where the temperature is a bit
cooler and the sun is much brighter. This
climate combines with the rocky soil of

ITEM #: C0617R2IU

Paudl‘s
&E
:
Rating

96

Retail Price:
$20.99/each
Member Price: $11.98/each
Reorder Price: $7.99/each

the mountain range to deliver an absolutely perfect set of conditions for growing grapes.
While Australia is known for producing
big, buxom wines often too much for
food, Fowles has gone in almost the opposite direction. His Shiraz is tame by
most Australian standards as it offers
more elegant notes and flavors to match
the softer side of game. As a result he has
received numerous high ratings like 91
points from Wine Enthusiast for his Pinot
Noir, and 90 points from the Wine Spectator for his Shiraz.
Shiraz is the same grape as Syrah, the
benchmark of the Northern Rhone
and parts of California like Paso Robles.
Fowles has crafted a less imposing, but
no less thrilling, offering which sports the
telltale earthy side of Shiraz balanced
with the lovely blueberry fruit, striking
dark cherry and spice components. Let
the games begin.

WINE OF THE MONTH CLUB • 1-800-949-9463
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ANTIDOTE

White Blend, 2015
Region: Dry Creek Valley, California • Alcohol: 13%

NOSE

Citrus, Melon

PAIRING

Shellfish, Seafood

COLOR

PALATE

Peach with an
Herbal Touch

CELLAR
Now through 2019

Bright Yellow

FINISH

Lovely Lemon, Herbs

Armida Winery produces Antidote in
Sonoma’s jewel of an appellation, Dry
Creek Valley in Sonoma County. The operation was founded by brothers Steve
and Bruce Cousins in 1994.
Steve is also a Senior Advisor with Bacchus Capital Management, an investment
firm with a focus on the wine business,
which reads like a who’s who of the wine
industry going back 30 years. In fact,
Sam Bronfman, whose father Edgar was
one of the most influential personalities
in the wine business, founded Bacchus.
Steve’s expertise is in branding, marketing and sales with a focus on family
owned wineries. He has over 30 years

ITEM #: C0617W1DC

Paudl‘s
&E
:
Rating

95

Retail Price:
$15.99/each
Member Price: $1 1 . 9 8 /each
Reorder Price: $6.99/each

of wine industry experience! Steve and
Bruce Cousins know wine, and they
know quality. That was their focus when
they founded Armida.
Armida Winery is a dream come true for
the brothers where they can focus on
making small lots of great wine while enjoying the benefits of a beautiful vineyard
with a great view of the Russian River
Valley – basically making great wine and
enjoying life. I would have to say, they
have exceeded even their own lofty expectations.
Our selection is a luscious blend of
Sauvignon Blanc, Pinot Gris, and Chardonnay. Three diverse grapes that you
wouldn’t think would work together, but
they meld into an incredible offering.
The Sauvignon Blanc lends the citrus
and herbs, the Pinot Gris melon, and the
Chardonnay the apple with a touch of
spice and pear. Great stuff!

WINE OF THE MONTH CLUB • 1-800-949-9463
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ELDER ROCK
Chardonnay, 2013

Region: Monterey, California • Alcohol: 13.5%

NOSE

Pear, Apple

PALATE

Tropical Notes, Vanilla

PAIRING

Seafood, Fowl

CELLAR
Now through 2018

95

FINISH

Lovely Citrus

Elder Rock is the work of Scheid Vineyards in Monterey, one of the best-kept
secrets in the world of wine. You may not
have heard of Scheid Vineyard because
most of the grapes from their 4,000
acres of vineyards are sold to some of the
most prestigious wineries in California.

eyed about being in the wine business,
Al searched out the best people in the
business for guidance and then did
something very few actually do, he listened. The result is a very successful operation, which grows some of the best
grapes in the state.

Al Scheid purchased the property in
1972 at the suggestion of an enology
professor at UC Davis and called it Monterey Farming Company. At the time,
Napa and Sonoma were getting to be
pretty well known. Monterey was a nice
place to visit, but who grew grapes
there? Almost nobody.

Each vine is monitored to emit just the
right amount of water by checking the
soil moisture as well as the plant stress.
The winery itself was designed to be energy wise as well as recycle and compost
all waste. Now, you don’t necessarily
need a state of the art winery to make
state of the art wines, but it doesn’t hurt.

Of course, that didn’t stop Scheid. Unlike a lot of people who get all googly

Our gem is absolute perfection in winemaking. The nose signals the tropical
fruit and green apple with warm butter
to follow. There is just enough oak to
round out the flavors and compliment
the citrusy finish.

ITEM #: C0617W2DC

Paudl‘s
&E
:
Rating

COLOR

Medium Yellow

Retail Price:
$12.99/each
Member Price: $1 1 . 9 8 /each
Reorder Price: $6.99/each
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GALLICIAN SIGNATURE
Cuvée Tradition, 2016

Region: Costières de Nîmes AOC, France • Alcohol: 13.5%

NOSE

PAIRING

Red Meat, Poultry,
Feathered Game

Blueberry, Blackberry

PALATE
Fresh, Spicy

COLOR

Dark Ruby, Magenta

CELLAR
Now through 2021

FINISH

Juicy, Satisfying

For 65 years, the La Cave de Gallician
winery has catered to a group of 50 local
winegrowers who collectively farm over
2,000 acres in the heart of the Costières de
Nîmes, which is the southernmost appellation in France’s Rhone Valley. Most of the
vineyards are planted on low-lying hills and
plateaus where arid conditions and low-nutrient, free-draining soils force the roots to
dig deep in search of water and nutrients.
This typically produces lower yields, higher
quality fruit, and ultimately, better wines.
Case in point, this 2016 Cuvee Tradition is
a blend of pristine, perfectly ripened Syrah
(45%), Grenache (40%), and Mourvedre
(15%). It was fermented in stainless steel
tanks and bottled without coming in contact with so much as a splinter of oak. The

ITEM #: V0617R1IF

Paudl‘s
&E
:
Rating

96

Retail Price: $22.99/each
Member Price $1 6 . 9 8 /each
Reorder Price $12.99/each

result is an exercise in purity and freshness,
accented by subtle notions of smoke, white
pepper, and flowering thyme, aromas of
sun-warmed plums and berries spring
from the glass. The entry and mid-palate
are plush and silky, while a light dusting of tannins and lively acidity provide
definition, shape, and a lingering finish.
Aside from being a smile-provoking, refreshing summer quaff, this exuberant
blend happens to be an extremely versatile
food wine, too. While it’s elegant enough to
share the table with poultry and vegetarian
preparations, it offers plenty of heft to stand
proudly with simply-prepared game and
leaner red meats. It is also--given its fresh
fruit profile and spicy personality--uniquely
qualified to accompany Asia-inspired cuisine, most notably Tandoori chicken, fivespice duck, and soy-glazed barbecued pork.
We love this wine. It is a celebration of summer, an unequivocal crowd pleaser, and a
ridiculously good value.

WINE OF THE MONTH CLUB • 1-800-949-9463
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CAVE DE GALLICIAN
Prestige Blanc, 2016

Region: Costières de Nîmes AOC, France • Alcohol: 13%

NOSE

White Flowers,
Peaches

PALATE
Citrus, Tropical Fruit

CELLAR
Now through 2018

PAIRING

Shellfish, Poultry,
Cheeses

COLOR
Pale Gold

FINISH

Creamy Notes of
Lemon and Lime

With each swirl and sip of the Prestige
Blanc 2016 from Costières de Nîmes, I
dream of the south of France. Tantalizing aromas of just-picked white flowers
and fresh peaches lead to mouthwatering flavors of tropical fruit, juicy lemons,
and limes. With each taste, I considered
a trip to this alluring region, the southernmost wine growing area in the
Rhone Valley. If Costières de Nîmes is as
casually elegant as the wine in my glass,
I’m ready to visit (or have another sip)!

In 1951 fifty winemakers who surrounded the Gallician village
joined together and created the

ITEM #: V0617W1IF

Paudl‘s
&E
:
Rating

95

Retail Price: $21.99/each
Member Price $1 6 . 9 8 /each
Reorder Price $11.99/each

Costières de Nîmes, located between
the Mediterranean Sea and the
Cévennes region, borders Provence
and the Languedoc. With a Mediterranean climate of cold winters, hot, dry
summers, and 250-300 days of sunshine, a dramatic diurnal temperature,
little rainfall except for violent autumn
storms, and a constant threat of the
mistral, the region is unique.
Gravelly soils, known as gress, surround
the roots of the vines that may reach a
depth of 5-15 meters. The gress allows
the roots to maintain moisture from
the heavy rains and tempers the cool
breezes from the Petite Camargue, , resulting in grapes that are juicy and fruit
forward. These grapes, when cultivated,
are zesty and bold and present mineral-like characteristics. What’s there
not to love about fresh, pure, ever-so
food friendly wines from Costières de
Nîmes? The Prestige Blanc is exquisite.

WINE OF THE MONTH CLUB • 1-800-949-9463
www.wineofthemonthclub.com

(SEE REVERSE SIDE FOR MORE INFORMATION.)

Steeped in Roman history and culture
with Spanish and Moroccan influences,
the area was settled in 19 B.C. By the
14th century, its wines were savored at
the papal court in Avignon.

Cave de Gallician. Each bottle produced is embossed with a crocodile and Palm tree which represents
the emblem of the city of Nîmes.

FEATURED WINE WRITER: Cindy Rynning of Grape-Experiences.com
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GLEN CARLOU
Grand Classique, 2012

Region: Paarl, South Africa • Alcohol: 14.5%

NOSE

Engaging Earth,
Cherry

PALATE
Medium Bodied

CELLAR
Now through 2020

PAIRING
Game, Red Meat

COLOR

Medium Crimson

FINISH

Light Cherry, Soft
Tannins

Glen Carlou is considered one of the
finest wineries in South Africa. It was
founded in 1985 by Donald Hess of Napa’s famed Hess Collection. Glen Carlou
boasts vineyards in what is considered
to be one of the finest grape growing
regions here, the Paarl Winelands.
Glen Carlou stands as a beacon of social and environmental responsibility.
They are a founding member of the
Paarl Chapter of Streetsmart, an organization which helps homeless children in Paarl. They also assist those
in their community with the Klapmuts
Community Trust which, among other
things, assists in providing a meal
for each student in the local school.
Closer to home, their restaurant at the

ITEM #: V0617R2IR

Paudl‘s
&E
:
Rating

96

Retail Price: $19.99/each
Member Price $1 6 . 9 8 /each
Reorder Price $12.99/each

winery serves only fish that are not on the
endangered list, as per the South African Sustainable Seafood Initiative. Using
current technology that allows them to
monitor the weather, they are able to
conserve on water usage and plan ahead.
The herbicides and pesticides used at
Glen Carlou are only used “when absolutely necessary” so as to provide fresh
and eco-friendly wines. Speaking of ecofriendly, since 2010 their harvest has met
the requirements for the Integrity & Sustainability seal, developed to push South
Africa into producing sustainable wines.
All of this attention to the land and environment is conveyed through their
sensational grapes and wines. Their immaculate vineyards are nurtured sustainably and thus make exemplary wine.
Our selection is a perfect example. It is
fashioned in the shadow of Bordeaux
with several similarities to it. From the
crimson color through the scents of earth
and cherry to the grand finish, it shines on.

WINE OF THE MONTH CLUB • 1-800-949-9463
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LE MARSURE
Pinot Grigio, 2015

Region: Grave del Friuli DOC, Italy • Alcohol: 12.5%

NOSE

Tropical, Citrus

PAIRING

Seafood, Light Meat,
Fowl

COLOR

PALATE

Golden

Rich, Deep

CELLAR

Now through 2018

FINISH

Extracted Fruit, Lime

Le Marsure is made by Azienda Agricola
Teresa Raiz, founded in 1971. The winery is owned by Paolo Giuseppe Tosolini
and named after his grandmother Teresa
Raiz. The name, Le Marsure, refers to the
property on which the grapes are grown
and the intention to continuously craft
impeccable wines.
Friuli is one of the prime grape growing
regions in Italy’s northeastern zone. It is
considered the finest white wine area in
the country! Pinot Grigio from this fine
Italian region is quite different than those
grown anywhere else. These wines have
more body, structure, and are akin to the
great Pinot Gris of Alsace than to any
other Pinot Grigio.

ITEM #: V0617W2II

Paudl‘s
&E
:
Rating

94

Retail Price: $18.99each
Member Price $1 6 . 9 8 /each
Reorder Price $11.99/each

Tosolini spares no expense in his intent
to make the best wine possible. A typical
vineyard would have about 500 vines per
acre while Raiz has 2100. Although this is
much more costly to plant and maintain,
each plant is responsible for less than a
quarter of the yield, making each grape
that much more flavorful. This system is
usually reserved for the most expensive
wines in the world like Bordeaux and Burgundy, making our selection a rare gem.
The result is an astounding Pinot Grigio
with wave after wave of exotic flavors
from banana and pineapple to touches
of licorice and lemon peel.
The weight and body of the wine almost
come off like a Chardonnay, but with the
engaging sensuality of Pinot Grigio. The
finish makes you yearn for more - The ultimate mark of a great wine.

WINE OF THE MONTH CLUB • 1-800-949-9463
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DOMAINE LE
NOUVEAU MONDE
Syrah, 2015

Region: Languedoc-Roussillon, France • Alcohol: 13.5%

NOSE
Blueberry, Game

PAIRING
Red Meat, Game

COLOR

PALATE

Deep Garnet

Licorice, Earth, Spice

CELLAR
Now through 2022

FINISH

Bold Yet Refreshing

This Syrah is one of those selections
where the story is almost as good as the
wine. The property is owned by Sebastian
and Anne-Laure Borras-Gauch. Ann is the
fourth generation to tend to the winery
located in the appellation of Coteaux du
Languedoc in Southern France.
The name was inspired by the French
writer, Henri de Montfried, who was
so taken by the natural beauty of the
property that he named it “Le Nouveau
Monde,” which means The New World.
Less than 40 years ago, the Languedoc-Roussillon region was not considered
to be an area for making good wine.
Much of the harvest was transported to
other more prestigious areas to provide
strength in weak vintages. Nothing short

ITEM #: L0617R1IF

Paudl‘s
&E
:
Rating

96

of a revolution has occurred here, as it is
now one of the hottest areas in France.
The wines speak for themselves and this
one screams!
Le Nouveau Monde is barely a quarter
of a mile from the Mediterranean Sea.
Though the area is warmer than most,
the proximity to the sea keeps the temperatures in check which contributes to
the overall grace and beauty of this selection.
This is a world-class Syrah with all the
trimmings you’d expect from more renowned wineries. The deep garnet color
signals the large and lovely flavors to follow. Your palate is seduced by the endless swirl of blueberry and licorice with
swabs of earth, spice, and game. The finish is flawless.

Retail Price:
$25.99/each
Member Price: $2 2 . 4 8 / each
Reorder Price: $15.99/each
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THREE SAINTS

Cabernet Sauvignon, 2013
Region: Santa Ynez Valley, California • Alcohol: 14.5%

NOSE

PAIRING

PALATE

COLOR

Supple, Smooth

Dark Garnet

Red Currant, Black
Cherry

CELLAR
Now through 2018

Red Meat

FINISH

Long with Ripe,
Balanced Tannins

Wines bottled under the Three Saints label
are vivid expressions of carefully selected
grapes from the Dierberg Family’s vineyards,
which are scattered among three of Santa
Barbara County’s premier wine growing regions: Santa Maria Valley, Santa Ynez Valley,
and the Santa Rita Hills. These wines pay
tribute to the “Three Saints” after which these
areas are named - Maria, Ynez, and Rita.
This 2013 Cabernet Sauvignon is sourced
entirely from fruit grown at the Star Lane Estate, which got its start back in 1996 when
Jim and Mary Dierberg’s fascination with fine
wine took them to California. Even though
they already owned a historic winery in their
home state of Missouri, the Dierbergs fell in
love with a 4,000-acre ranch in the back
country of Santa Barbara County, which
is now (as of 2009) part of the Santa Ynez

ITEM #: L0617R2DC

Paudl‘s
&E
:
Rating

97

Retail Price:
$23.99/each
Member Price: $2 2 . 4 8 /each
Reorder Price: $15.99/each

Valley’s recently sanctioned sub-appellation
known as Happy Canyon of Santa Barbara.
Ideally situated at the easternmost end of
the Santa Ynez Valley, the Happy Canyon
AVA—covering nearly 24,000 acres of which
less than 650 are currently planted—is home
to both the warmest and the highest elevation vineyards in the appellation. Backing up
to the lower slopes of the San Rafael Mountains, Star Lane’s vineyard blocks climb from
the canyon floor to bench land and hilltop
sites above. Ideal for growing Bordeaux varieties, the varied elevations, exposures and
soil types contribute essential elements to
this Cabernet Sauvignon, which also features modest amounts of Cabernet Franc,
Petite Verdot, and Malbec.
Consistently one of the best Cabernet values
from California, it boasts enchanting aromas
of red currant, black cherry, graphite, and
tarragon. On the palate, it is full-bodied with
Bordeaux-like elegance super-imposed over
succulent red and black fruit flavors. Subtle
nuances of toasty vanilla, smoke, and dried
herbs contribute complexity and intrigue.

WINE OF THE MONTH CLUB • 1-800-949-9463
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F. THIENPONT

Sauvignon Blanc, 2014

Region: Bordeaux, France • Alcohol: 12.5%

NOSE
Stone Fruit, Flint

PAIRING
Shellfish, Vegetarian

COLOR

PALATE

Lovely White Peach,

Very Pale

Lime

CELLAR
Now through 2019

FINISH

Fresh, Clean, and Tart

It’s always fun to start reading about a
winery and discover a wow you never saw
coming. This one has several. The winery
is named after its founder, François Thienpont, whose Belgian ancestry goes back a
century in the wine trade.
His grandfather came to Bordeaux and
acquired Vieux Château Certan in the
1920’s, and then his father purchased
Château Puygueraud in 1946. These estates are considered some of the great
growths of the region. Due to the tremendous reputation of these two chateaus, François was able to represent
many other famous names in the US
while making quite a name for himself.
He wanted more, so he turned his sights
onto his very own wine operation. F.

ITEM #: L0617W3IF

Paudl‘s
&E
:
Rating

95

Retail Price:
$23.99/each
Member Price $22.48/each
Reorder Price $13.99/each

Thienpont can be found north of the
Entre-Deux-Mers appellation. It produces
mostly white wines made from Sauvignon Blanc and Semillon.
The other wow in this equation is that
his consulting winemaker is Stéphane
Derenoncourt. He may not be a household name here, but he is unquestionably
the most famous winemaker in Bordeaux.
The blend each year is slightly different
depending on what Mother Nature provides. In 2014 it was thought that using
100% Sauvignon Blanc would be best.
Who are we to argue?
This is a stunning wine loaded with stone
fruit, minerals, slate, and sports an incredible finish. We are very pleased to have
had several white Bordeaux selections
this year because they are so exciting and
relatively unheard of until recently. As a
result, we get more responses than usual.
This selection may be the best yet.
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TENUTE SMERALDA
Vermentino, 2015

Region: Vermentino di Sardegna DOC, Italy • Alcohol: 14.5%

NOSE

Peach, Citrus

PAIRING

Shellfish, Seafood

COLOR

PALATE

Imposing Tropical

CELLAR

Now thru 2018

Medium Straw

FINISH

Glorious Nectar

There are few wines that excite us more
than Vermentino. Best of all, they don’t get
any better than those from the island of
Sardinia off the coast of Italy. They almost
defy definition!

the DOC designation Vermentino di Sardegna. It’s not clear how Vermentino
came to Sardinia, but it is known that the
island ecosystem provides ideal conditions
for great Vermentino.

Sardinian history goes back 3,500 years,
predating both the Roman and Greek
control of Italy. With a history that rich, it’s
no surprise that wine has been produced
here for over two centuries.

Tenuta Smeralda is the handy work of
Azienda Agricola Cocco Francesca, a
modest winery in the Parteolla region of
Sardina, which has been producing astounding wines for over 50 years.

People who have visited Sardinia name it as
one of the most beautiful places they have
ever visited. Obviously, beaches are everywhere, but the interior is very mountainous
making viticulture here incredibly exciting.

Smeralda literally translates to emerald
because the Mediterranean Sea around
the island is so clean it is referred to as the
Emerald Sea.

In 1988 the island of Sardina was awarded

ITEM #: L0617W4II

Paudl‘s
&E
:
Rating

96

Retail Price:
$22.99/each
Member Price: $22.48/each
Reorder Price: $13.99/each

Here is classic Vermentino offering a lovely
golden hue in the glass followed by peach
nectar and guava in the nose. A healthy
dose of the above coupled with more
peach, hints of orange peel, and mint on
the palate. One sip and you’ll never forget
the word. Vermentino!

WINE OF THE MONTH CLUB • 1-800-949-9463
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JULY 2016

CELLAR NOTES
A report on how previous selections are faring with age. Obtained from
actual tastings of wines under optimal storage conditions.

CLASSIC SERIES
June 2015:
Merlot, 2013. Villa Paola. Still great.
Riesling, 2012. Hyatt. Drink or hold.
Cabernet Sauvignon, 2013. Backhouse. Years ahead of it.
Chadonnay, 2012. Cooper Station. Ready
June 2016:
Red Wine, 2014. Oak Grove. Ready.
Chardonnay, 2013. Redtree. Ready.
Cabernet Sauvignon, 2010. California Karma. Perfect now.
Pinot Grigio, 2014. Riven Rock. Drink.

VINTNERS SERIES
June 2015:
Pinot Noir, 2013. Accoutre. Still great.
Piesporter, 2011. Baron Kokot. Drink or hold.
Zinfandel, 2011. Cooper Station. Great now.
Chardonnay, 2013. LangeTwins. Ready.
June 2016:
Zinfandel, 2013. Redtree. Still going.
Grenache Blanc, 2014. Sacacorcho. Drink up.
Syrah, 2013. Matchbook. At its best.
Chardonnay, 2013. Black’s Station. Ready.

LIMITED SERIES
June 2015:
Syrah, 2008. Pietri. Best now.
Babeasca, 2013. Casa Panciu. Drink or hold.
Roussanne, 2013. Cass. Ready.
Chardonnay, 2012. Stateland. Best now.
June 2016:
Malbec, 2009. Amphora. Ready.
Malbec, 2014. Dona Paula. Still going.
Chardonnay, 2014. Ryder Estate. Drink up.
Vinho Verde, 2015. Quinta De Linhares. At its best.
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Recipes

INGREDIENTS
1 (1 3⁄4-lb.) frenched rack of lamb
Kosher salt and freshly ground black
pepper - to taste
2 tbsp. extra-virgin olive oil
2 tbsp. roughly chopped fresh rosemary
1 tbsp. chopped fresh thyme, plus 4 sprigs
10 Cloves garlic, smashed

PREPARATION

(Serves 4)

Heat oven to 450˚. Season lamb with salt and
pepper. Heat oil in a 12" cast-iron skillet over
medium-high heat. Add lamb fat side down and cook, using tongs to flip and sear the
bottom and sides of the rack, until browned, about 10 minutes. Turn lamb fat side up
in the skillet and scatter herbs over the top.
Add garlic to skillet and transfer to oven. Roast until an instant-read thermometer
inserted into center of the meat reads 130˚ for medium rare, about 10 minutes. Let
cool for 5 minutes before slicing into chops and serve immediately.
SERVE WITH 490 Metres Shiraz, Gallician Cuvee Tradition, or Domaine Nouveau
Monde.

INGREDIENTS
2 tbsp. finely chopped cilantro
3 tbsp. finely chopped red onion
2 limes, juiced and zested
2 mangoes, peeled and seeded, cut into 1⁄4”
pieces
4 swordfish steaks
2 tbsp. olive oil
Kosher salt and freshly ground black pepper,
to taste

PREPARATION

(Serves 4)

Combine cilantro, onion, juice and zest, and mangoes; set aside.
Heat a charcoal grill or set a gas grill to medium-high. (Alternatively, heat a cast-iron
grill pan over medium-high.) Brush swordfish with oil and season with salt and pepper.
Grill, flipping once, until cooked through, about 5 minutes.
Transfer swordfish to serving plates; spoon reserved mango salsa over top.
SERVE WITH Isabel Rosé, Gallician Prestige Blanc, or Thienpont Sauvignon Blanc.

Earlier favorites at REORDER prices!
		Reorder
Item #
Wine Name
Retail Price Price

Case
Price

CLASSIC SERIES
C0517R1IS – Red Blend, 2014.
$18.99
Clos De Nit, Criança “Rich Fruit, Soft Tannins”

$7.99

$95.88

C0517W1DC – Sauv. Blanc, 2014.
$18.99
Babcock Vineyards “Spice, Mineral, Citrus”

$6.99

$83.88

C0317R2IU – Cabernet Sauv., 2014.
Hardy’s “Lots of Extract”

$15.99

$7.99

$95.88

C0517W2DC – Pinot Grigio, 2016.
Noble Vines “Lovely Citrus”

$13.99

$6.99

$83.88

C0417R1DC – Red Blend, 2014.
Four Star “Cherry, White Pepper”

$14.99

$7.99

$95.88

C0417W1DC – Sauv. Blanc, 2016.
$14.99
Oak Grove Family Reserve “Gripping”

$6.99

$83.88

C0417R2IC – Cabernet Sauv., 2014
2 Copas “Lengthy, Soft Tannins”

$15.99

$7.99

$95.88

C0317W1DC – Chardonnay, 2015.
PAF “Crisp, Lively”

$17.99

$6.99

$83.88

VINTNERS SERIES
V0517R1DC – Reserve Red, 2014.
$18.99
PDQ Estates “Rich Fruit, Soft Tannins”

$12.99 $155.88

V0517W1II – Grillo, 2015.
Tiamo “Lovely Tropical, Citrus”

$18.99

$11.99 $143.88

V0517R2DC – Pinot Noir, 2013.
Vinewood “Lovely Fruit, Vanilla”

$20.99

$12.99 $155.88

V0517W2IC – Sauvignon Blanc, 2016. $19.99
Calcu “Bright, Crisp”

$11.99 $143.88
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Earlier favorites at REORDER prices!
		Reorder
Item #
Wine Name
Retail Price Price

Case
Price

VINTNERS SERIES, cont.
V0417R1DC – Merlot, 2015.
Human Condition “Berry, Earth”

$24.95

$12.99 $155.88

V0417W1IS – Sauv. Blanc, 2014.
Navardia “Lovely Mango, Lime”

$18.99

$11.99 $143.88

V0417R2IF – Côtes du Rhône, 2014. $23.99
La Petite Fontaine “Exotic Fruit, Berry”

$12.99 $155.88

V0417W2IP – Fernao Pires, 2015.
Tago “Long, Lovely”

$12.99 $155.88

$17.99

LIMITED SERIES
L0517R1DC – Cabernet Sauv., 2013.
Freemont “Warm, Tannins”

$25.99

$15.99 $191.88

L0317R1IF – Gamay Beaujolais, 2013. $25.99
Château des Gimarets “Lovely Cherry”

$15.99 $191.88

L0517W3IS – Tempranillo Blanco, 2015. $24.99 $13.99 $167.88
Fernández de Piérola “Substantial, Gripping”
L0517W4IS – Pinot Grigio, 2015.
$24.99
Bs - Bodegas FyA “Very Floral, Crisp, Clean”

$13.99 $167.88

L0417R1IF – Côtes du Rhône, 2012.
Santa Duc “Long, Intense”

$29.99

$15.99 $191.88

L0417R2IF – Pinot Noir, 2012.
Maison L’Envoyé “Soft Tannins”

$24.99

$15.99 $191.88

L0417W3DC – Sauv. Blanc, 2014.
$23.99
Boatique Winery “Lovely Citrus, Vanilla”

$13.99 $167.88

L0417W4II – Pinot Grigio, 2015.
Terre Bandida “Lovely Apple, Pear”

$13.99 $167.88

$24.99
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